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Dealing with dynamics of processes that repeat themselves regularly, this revised and updated

edition extends the thread from 1980 to the present day, concentrating on areas of interest where

there will be much activity in the future. This involves going through spatial biochemical,

electrophysiological, and organismic dynamical systems and patterns that were discovered by

pursuing the theme of phase singularities introduced in the original book. In particular the work on

excitability in cell membranes will be thoroughly updated as will the references throughout the book.
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This 2nd edition of a 1980 book is about 50% enlarged. Its readers today will probably be scientists

two generations removed from those familiar with the first printing but this review stresses only the

new stuff.The book has two main parts: a first half containing ten chapters mostly about principles

and theory, and a second half containing thirteen more about specific experimental systems. It

seems curiously hard to decide whether the subject matter is narrow to the point of caricaturing

academic specialization, or incredibly broad to the point of suggesting a smorgasbord for science

dilettantes. Among the forty thousand academic science journals viable today, not one is devoted to

the topic of "biological waves, oscillations, and phase singularities" featured in this book, so it must

be too narrow even for such tastes. Yet the literature drawn upon spans an unmatchably wide

gamut, ranging from practical medicine to abstract topology, from recent molecular genetics to

history of science, from 1836 to 2000. And Science Citations Index shows that the first edition has



been cited about a thousand times in widely diverse publications, continuing at about constant rate

over the past twenty years. Maybe this is why Springer-Verlag chose to provoke a 2nd edition even

after so long.Updating is usually an opportunity to erase blunders, but this author instead preserves

and draws attention to them: how did this mistake happen, and how did the item come to be seen

from a different perspective, with different meaning? To avoid giving offense the author preserves

mostly his own blunders for such object lessons while going out of his way to credit the innovations

of others.
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